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Hello Garden Club Members!
It’s suddenly gotten cold. The snow hasn’t made much of an appearance but is allowing us all to get a
glimpse of our plants being turned into ice cubes. Nature and changing seasons at it’s finest!
Our last CPGC program focused on what you did after the harvest. As the cold, cold weather sets in (no!),
we have some extra tips on freezing your harvest and how to pick a good freezer! We also included some
handy tips to help our feathered friends – the dos and don’ts of bird feeders by Jeff Lowenfels and an
update from the garden of one of our Garden Tour participants, the Brewers.
We want to thank everyone who brought their produce and participated in the last meeting on October
13th. Sadly, with the recent spike in COVID-19 cases, we will be postponing our monthly programs until
January 2021. We will still be available to answer questions via email and Facebook and provide
information through our newsletter.
Speaking of which, our newsletter editor position will be coming available at the first of the year. I highly
recommend this position to someone who loves gardening, reading about gardening, and who enjoys
being creative. The world is your oyster! We are also looking for volunteers to help with some of our
committees. Please visit https://www.cenpengardenclub.org/organization.html for a list of the
opportunities we offer.
We’d love to hear from you! Please share your ideas, concerns, or thoughts with us via email at
cenpengardenclub@gmail.com.
Mallory LeBlanc

!!FOOD FARM FUN FRIDAY!!
Farm & Food Friday is an informal monthly meet-up for Central Peninsula
folks interested in local food or farming, 8:30 – 9:30 am on the 3rd Friday
of the month, currently via Zoom. Pour yourself a cup of coffee and call
or log in with your questions, ideas and spirit of cooperation for building a
thriving local food system. All are welcome. Register in advance
at https://bit.ly/2SvXjI2. Upcoming dates are Nov. 20 and Dec. 18.
Sponsored by the Kenai Soil & Water Conservations District and Kenai
Local Food Connection.
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Green Waves – CPGC on Radio Kenai!
Follow CPGC member Larry Opperman’s Program on Radio Kenai:
https://www.radiokenai.net/stations/listen-online/
This radio gardening program offers listeners a chance to ask questions and hear
what other gardeners on the Peninsula have to say.
*Check the CPGC Facebook page for upcoming broadcast dates!!*

Goldfish update!
For those of you who visited Leland
and Terrell Brewer’s home for the CPGC
tour this summer, one of the star
attractions was their barrel of goldfish.
18 of them to be exact!
With winter temperatures moving in,
the Brewers knew they had to do
something to keep their fishy friends
happy. To PetCo they went. The fish
have now set up residence in their new
tank in the livingroom!

CPGC Members in the News
Congratulations to the Larry and Marti Opperman for having their DIY project from this
summer make it into the November/December issue of Grit Magazine!
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Imperfect Produce benefits from CPGC Mini-Grant
The Central Peninsula Garden Club would like to highlight another of our Mini-Grant
recipients from this summer – Nekoda Cooper! She worked hard to buy ‘imperfect’ produce
and resell it at a low cost to make fresh produce more readily available to everyone. In doing
so, she won 4th place at this years Caring for the Kenai!
Enjoy the excerpt on Nekoda below! Please read the full article in the Peninsula Clarion here:
https://www.peninsulaclarion.com/news/soldotnans-turn-out-for-toned-down-progressdays/
Nekoda Cooper, a sophomore at Kenai Central High School, was selling produce with her
brother Elijah as part of her Caring for the Kenai project: Imperfect Produce. Caring for the
Kenai is an annual event that challenges local students to come up with original ideas tied to
conservation and environmental activism. Cooper was chosen as one of the finalists this year.
The competition was set to take place this spring and was postponed like everything else due
to the pandemic. That didn’t stop Cooper from continuing to make her project a reality.
“My family owns Ridgeway Farms, and I see how much can go to waste on a farm because
customers simply won’t buy something that has little marks on it sometimes,” Cooper said.
“So I decided I want to be able to pay those farmers for all their hard work and make produce
like this more available to families who usually can’t afford it.”
Cooper’s project involves buying the misshapen, blemished or otherwise “imperfect”
produce that local farmers grow but cannot sell at grocery stores, and selling it at the
Wednesday Market at a reduced price. Cooper said she has already had successful days
selling her produce at the market. While she is currently only acquiring the produce from her
family’s farm, she plans eventually to buy from more farmers in the area. She hopes that
winning the Caring for the Kenai competition will help her make those connections.

Nekoda Cooper, right, and Elijah Cooper, left, sell produce as part of Nekoda’s Caring for the Kenai Project,
“Imperfect Produce”, during Progress Days in Soldotna Creek Park on July 22, 2020. (Photo by Brian
Mazurek/Peninsula Clarion).
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Need some cash to help promote local
agriculture???
The Central Peninsula Garden Club Mini-Grant Committee is now accepting applications for minigrant projects in 2020.

So far this year, grants have been awarded to:
The Kenai Local Food Connection
Kenai Peninsula Food Bank
Promote Our Pollinators – (Anna DeVolld)
Imperfect Produce (Nekoda Cooper)
Grants are set up to support other organizations’ efforts that directly promote local agriculture. The
mini-grant request form may be found on the CPGC website.
Please e-mail Terrell Brewer at ltbrewer2@yahoo.com for more info.

Editor’s note: I was really excited to hang a bird feeder this year to relieve some of the boredom of
winter (having a fenced in back yard really is a bonus!). I checked with the local Fairbanks gardening
group on Facebook to see what others had done, researched what kind of seeds to get and when to
hang my feeder. I even bought one that is allegedly squirrel proof because of the high number of them
in the neighborhood (the outer cover slides over the feeder openings when something heavy pulls on
it – so far it has helped with gray-jays as well). Lastly, I made sure to hang it only after we had a
considerable amount of snow and it had been below 30 degrees for 3 weeks (yay, winter in October!).
Reading the following article by Jeff Lowenfels was still eye opening, even after my research. I never
thought of cleaning the feeder while it was in use and I’m going to invest in some window stickers to
keep bird strikes low. Though all his information doesn’t pertain to me now that I’m farther north,
there are still helpful tid-bits I can use. It is a good reminder to keep reading up on various topics just
to keep improving what you know.

Sunflowers seeds are black gold for nuthatches, chickadees, and other birds.

Here are some tips if you want to go big on bird feeders this
winter.
By Jeff Lowenfels
https://www.adn.com/alaska-life/gardening/2020/10/22/here-are-some-tips-if-you-want-to-gobig-on-bird-feeders-this-winter/

Wow. I did not expect to get so many comments on a column about feeding birds,
something I view as an integral part of yardening. Maintaining trees and shrubs really is
for the birds.
Continued, next page…..
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Anyhow, let me address these questions, first with a nod to one reader’s suggestion that
artificially attracting any wildlife to the yard is wrong. This is a fair point, and it caused
me to pause, do a bit of reading and weigh pros and cons.
There is a concern about attracting birds into a concentrated area that we can all readily
understand: They can’t mask up (but all gardeners can and must), so diseases can
spread. But it seems the consensus is that it is OK to feed birds, provided you do so
properly.
I already mentioned cleaning feeders. Treat yours like you would a shelf infected with
coronavirus. Clean with bleach, and not just at the start of the season. How about once
or twice a month?
As I suggested last week,
placement can influence which
birds you attract. It can also help
separate species somewhat to
further minimize spreading
diseases. A table feeder will result
in grosbeaks and jays (and
magpies). Sparrows and juncos will
eat at ground level. Woodpeckers
and nuthatches love suet feeders
hung close to trunks. This lets
chickadees, titmice and finches
have more room on the hanging
feeder at head height.

[Bird feeders can be an excellent wintertime
remedy for family lockdown boredom]

Favorite foods can also be used for separate species. All birds seem to love black
sunflower seeds. These are full of fat and come in chips, whole and with shells. Whole
peanuts will keep jays busy. Nyjer seed is great for finches if you have a fine mesh bag
feeder. Corn is OK, especially cracked for the bigger birds. (Avoid fine corn, as it rots and
gets moldy.)
Golden millet, red millet and flax are seeds that companies use as filler in mixes. Birds
are not generally fond of them, and either avoid them or kick the stuff out of feeders onto
the ground, where it is fair game for voles and mice. It is confusing, because milo or
sorghum, which birds like, is red, too, and often confused with the fillers. Read labels.
Some foods can also cause problems. Who knew chocolate is not good for birds? Nor is
bread, stale or otherwise, salty foods or moldy stuff. And you have to be careful with fats.
Birds cannot remove them from feathers, which causes real problems. Thus, suet should
always be presented in a cage/container, not a bare ball hung from a limb. And use real
suet, not lard or oil mixtures. Even peanut butter should not get on bird feathers. Use it
carefully and only in really cold weather.
Obviously, windows can be a problem. To prevent crashes, the rule is 30-3 — 30 feet
away so it isn’t a problem or within 3 feet because this is close enough to prevent a bird
from attaining killing velocity if it does hit the window. There are also stickers and even
netting that can be used to prevent birds from flying into windows.
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Bird feeder tips continued…
Bird feeding is a hobby. Read up on it. There is an awful lot of stuff out there. Do
spend some time at the Audubon Society’s site, and the local ones. These are the
folks who organize the Alaska bird count every Christmas. And if there is a problem,
they will alert you.
One reader noted that the Cornell Lab of Ornithology runs a citizen science program
called FeederWatch. This lists 100 or so birds, what they eat and other useful
information. You can also learn how to participate in gathering information for the
program. Great for kids who need something to do.
Agggh, finally, what is turning out to be this year’s “Lowenfels dandelion issue”: cats. I
get lots of comments when I mention free-roaming cats killing hundreds of thousands
of birds locally (no matter where “locally” is). There is a law. Pellet guns are not the
answer. A humane trap, however, will help you control what others should with a
leash.

Tips for preserving your harvest – it’s time for the freeze!
By Phyllis Boskofsky, CPGC Vice President
Clostridium botulinium, the microorganism that causes the biggest problem in
canning low acid foods does not grow at 0 (zero) degrees.
The quality of the produce you freeze will depend on several factors:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The variety and type of produce (fruit, vegetable, meat, etc.). Some varieties
are better for fresh eating, for pies, or jellies, etc. Check seed and producer
recommendations.
How quickly the food is frozen after harvest
Temperature of the freezer (should be kept at or below (0) zero. Or rapid
freezing results in smaller ice crystals forming and better quality food with
less freezer burn.
Packaging materials used – moisture and vapor resistant. Size should be less
than half a gallon and preferably the size the family would consume in one
meal).
Amount of air in the package- remove as much as possible (vacuum sealers
remove the most air but compare the cost to the amount you would use it).
How long the food is held in the freezer

Tips for the best quality frozen produce.
• Do not overload the freezer with too large a quantity of fresh unfrozen produce at
one time. No more than 2-3 lbs. of unfrozen food per cubic foot of freezer
space should be added at a time. (If you have a 15 cubic foot freezer you should
only add 30-45 lbs. of food in a 24-hour period).
• Allow space around the new packages so they can freeze faster, then stack and
pack them closely. The faster they freeze the better.
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• Because of the color, flavor, and nutritional losses that occur during the freezing of
vegetables, blanching is recommended. Blanching is done for a specific amount of
time depending on the size of the pieces and the density of the vegetables.
• Packing fruit in sugar or syrup is recommended for larger fruits to maintain flavor
and color. Do not use galvanized copper or iron equipment- it can react with the acid in
fruit and produce harmful compounds or off-flavors.
• Berries and some vegetables can be tray frozen first and then put into containers
and placed in the freezer. Place individual pieces on a tray so they are not touching.
Small pieces will freeze in 1-2 hours. You can mix frozen vegetables together as you
desire once frozen.
• All vegetables should be washed before shelling, peeling., husking, slicing, dicing, or
trimming. Wash small batches gently in clear water with several changes of water. Lift
vegetables out of the water each time to allow dirt to settle to the bottom. Do not allow
fruit to soak in water.
• To blanch, fill the pan with enough water to cover the vegetables and bring it to a boil.
Immerse the vegetables into the boiling water. Blanching time begins from when the
water returns to a boil. Follow the recommended blanching times for each vegetable.
After the vegetables are added it should return to boiling within 1 minute (or you have
too many vegetables).
• Cool blanched vegetables by immersing them immediately into cold water (60
degrees or less). Rapid cooling is necessary to quickly stop the cooking process. Cool for
about the same amount of time it was blanched.
• Use Ascorbic Acid (Vitamin C) in fruits to prevent discoloration- also adds nutrition
(1/2 tsp. powdered ascorbic acid = 1500mg. vitamin C).
• Once cooled drain thoroughly before packaging- colander works best.
• Allow headspace for expansion of the food (exceptions- loose packed foods).
• Label with product, any added ingredients, number servings or amount, date placed in
the freezer, and use by date.

Read more
freezing tips
and how to
choose the
perfect freezer
to preserve
your harvest at
https://www.ce
npengardenclub
.org/moreinfo.html
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Thanksgiving Holiday Cactus Plant: Tips For Growing
Thanksgiving Cactus
By: Bonnie L. Grant, Certified Urban Agriculturist
https://www.gardeningknowhow.com/ornamental/cacti-succulents/thanksgivingcactus/thanksgiving-cactus-plant.htm
Holiday cacti bloom around the season for
which they are named. Therefore, it comes
as no surprise that the Thanksgiving cactus
blooms around November. The
Thanksgiving holiday cactus is an easy to
grow interior plant. Both Christmas and
Thanksgiving cacti are in the genus
Schlumbergera and are native to the
tropical forests of Brazil. They are
attractive plants commonly sold and given
as gifts around the holidays but are also
easy to propagate from stem cuttings.
Read on for Thanksgiving holiday cactus
information that will keep you growing and
giving away these plants for a lifetime.
Schlumbergera truncata is the Thanksgiving cactus. It is called a leaf cactus but is not a true cactus.
Rather it is an epiphyte, those plants which live on other plants. The leaves are broad and flat with
slight serrations on the edges in the Thanksgiving vs. Christmas cactus, which has smoother edges.
The flowers that appear in fall are similar to fuchsia blooms and come in hues of yellow, white, pink
and red. These plants are classed as Zygocactus, which some scholars call a misnomer, while others
shout it from the roof tops. Whatever type of plant it is, the Thanksgiving holiday cactus is a proven
winner, with blooms that last for 2 to 4 months and an easy-going nature. The only real problem
with the plant is its need to be fooled in order to bloom again the next year. Forcing Thanksgiving
cactus to bloom requires cool temperatures and shorter daylight hours. That means if you live in a
region with no frost, you can leave the cactus outside to experience just what is naturally occurring.
Those of us who live where temperatures get cold will have to create false conditions indoors to
protect them from the cold, but can experience cool temps down to 40 degrees Fahrenheit (4 C.)
and reduced light, including artificial light. Start forcing Thanksgiving cactus to bloom in late summer
to early fall.
One of the most crucial aspects of Thanksgiving cactus plant care is water. These tropical plants
should not be allowed to dry out; however, excess water at the roots can cause rotting and fungal
issues. As an epiphyte, it often has exposed roots and gathers most of its moisture through humidity
in the air. Potted plants need well-draining soil and good drainage. Water thoroughly and then allow
the top 1/3 of soil dry out before you water again.
The plants are easy to propagate and multiply. Snip off a stem with 4 to 5 sections and leaves. Dust
the end with fungicide and allow it to callus for a week in a dry location. Fill a small clay pot
with vermiculite or perlite mixed with potting soil. Alternatively, you can use damp sand. Push the
callused end into the mixture and place the pot in bright but indirect light. Tent over the cutting with
a plastic bag and remove it for an hour each day to let in air. In approximately 3 weeks, the cutting
will have rooted and you will have a brand new plant. Growing Thanksgiving cactus to blooming
stage will take a couple of years.
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